INTRODUCTION E. B. White, farmer, New Yorker writer, and free lancer, has written a great deal about himself and his activities, including his reading. He made no attempt to be a literary critic in any formal sense and did not make a systematic attempt to judge all literature; he simply made comments upon items that struck him as interesting, well-done, badly done, or partly good, partly bad. His view must be gleaned from his writings; he seldom made explicit statements of literary criticism. He writes for an educated reader, but not for an elite audience; his persona is that of an ordinary citizen with some education and some common sense, not as a professional critic. White did not attempt to tell his readers about everything he had read. He simply mentioned books which were pertinent to the topic he was discussing. He had much to say about humor and some comments to make on poets and poetry. His writing was largely of his personal reactions to local, national and international affairs; early in his career he wrote poetry and later fiction, but his better-known books contain chatty pieces with sophisticated scope and awareness.
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White's career as a working journalist would have made it necessary for him to be well-read in current publications, and his works make reference to many of these. He also kept abreast of current literary works and read among the classics.
Among the literary figures to whom White has made the most frequent reference are Henry David Thoreau and \-Jal t Whitman.
Thoreau's ideas and ideals appealed to White, but White was unable to live up to them and teased himself about his failure.
Whitman's ideas, style and influence interested White but occasionally irritated him. Other writers to whom he made doles of lime. White has written satires; magazine styles, pretentious authors, empty novels, helpful agencies, progress, and unnecessarily complex blank forms have all felt his sharp wit. into a book: "I never realized how confining a book could 8 be till we got going on this oneil (p. xii).
Humor ages rapidly, especially humor of daily newspaper stories: "The 'Talk of the Town' pieces, although they had grown whiskers as timely articles do, stood up a little better, we found, than the daily paper pieces, probably because the prime purpose of a daily story is to acquaint you with the facts, 16 whereas the prime purpose of a New Yorker story is to entertain you with the facts" (PP. xiii-xiv).
He objects to dialect humor:
•.
• it occurred to me that a certain basic con- Thoreau, Walden (New York, 1950 had those qualities and others that he himself possessed and V/ho could achieve the effects he strove for in his own writing.
